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Philosophy of Lister
Over 100 years of experience in high quality
woodcraft is built into each individual piece of
Lister Teak Leisure Furniture.
The brochure explains why the extensive Lister
Collection is recognized as the leader in quality
and design today.
Study each page, we feel confident that you too
will appreciate the heritage, craftsmanship and
quality that epitomizes the very finest in Leisure
Furniture.
The Lister Collection crafted exclusively in teak.
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When considering the acquisition of a piece of
Lister Teak Leisure Furniture, consider too the
heritage of this most coveted of English quality
furniture.
Robert Ashton Lister began his lifelong interest
in wood, particularly Teak, over 100 years ago,
producing superb quality garden furniture products
bearing his name.
Alongside garden furniture production, he
also produced high quality accessories such as
flower tubs particularly favoured by fashionable
Victorians.
Much of the original wood for these items was
sourced from old ‘Men of War’ ships that were
being salvaged – which indeed says much for the
durability of Teak which covered much of decks
and superstructures of these historic vessels.
It is recorded in the Lister journals that ‘Many
a Lister wooden tub is made from Timber of
British Warships. To mention a single instance as
example : That of “H.M.S. Collingwood” one of
the battleships engaged in the Jutland Battle and
one of the 4th Battle Squadron warships from July
1916 – Feb 1919”. Our journal continue…
“It is pleasing to know that these stately ships, after
they have seen years of service in securing the
peace of our coasts are not merely broken up, but
are transformed to go out once more to beautify
the homes they have so well guarded”.
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From these small and indeed remarkable,
beginnings, supplying local gardens and municipal
parks with benches and homes with flower tubs,
the quality of Lister’s wooden products soon
became recognised, and demand began to grow.
Ashton Lister’s interest not only encompassed
wooden furniture, however.
As one of the great Edwardian innovators, by th late
1920’s, the Lister name was now also to be found
on superb range of diesel and petrol engines, and
dairy equipment too.
With a range of such diversity, together with Lister’s
fine reputation as rope manufacturer – where Lister
originally came to the world’s notice. Ashton’s next
step was to investigate export markets for all these
very different products.
Soon, Lister Garden Furniture was exported all
over the world, its reputation of being the finest
quality is underlined by the fact that many pieces
of original furniture are still found in beautiful
condition after sixty and seventy years.
Lister continues to enjoy the premier position in
traditional hand crafted teak leisure furniture.
When you choose from the Lister range, you are
investing in a great English tradition that continues
today.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
Over 100 years of English Craftsmanship has been
built into every piece of Lister Furniture.
Every joint – using traditional tenon and mortices
joints – secured with teak dowels, is just an
indication of the care and attention to detail that
distinguishes a Lister piece.
Take a long look at Lister and you’ll find more and
more features that guarantee you are purchasing
the very best.
Features such as the subtly contoured seats that
ensure comfort, elegantly sculptured front rails
that guarantee clothing is not snagged, tapered
Teak plugs covering the screws and slatted table
tops that make ensure water does not collect on
the surface.
Only the thoughtful experience of Lister craftsmen
can combine the knowledge and skill that are
needed to produce the very best. Each piece is then
endorsed with the Lister nameplate.
Part of our craftsmen’s skill is an intimate
appreciation of the wood with which they work.
Lister craftsmen know that solid Teak (Tectona
grandis) weathers into a beautiful silvery grey as
shown here.
With every piece of Lister Furniture, you will
receive comprehensive instructions on how to
achieve this wonderful patina – or if you prefer,
how to retain the original ‘new’ look without time
– consuming maintenance procedures necessary
for all other wood species.
When you choose from the Lister Teak Leisure
Furniture range, you know you are buying
traditional craftsmanship at its very best.
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Teak
Above all other hardwoods, Teak is recognized as
THE hardwood of garden furniture.
Teak’s immense strength allied to its naturally higher
oil content prevents warping and rot, ensuring that
Lister Furniture will last for generations, without
the tedious maintenance processes required by
other woods.
The natural beauty of Teak also ensures that it will
complement and enhance any setting.
Teak – The sustainable resource
Teak (Tectona grandis) is not , as many people
believe, a true rainforest hardwood. Its natural
habitat belongs to the drier areas of the Far East.
However, some countries have benefited from the
early introduction of Teak seedlings and now have
considerable plantations that are managed on a
strict, sustainable basis under government control.
Further, the state controlled industry deliberately
pursues a labour intensive policy in the plantations,
ensuring maximum employment. State policy also
demands that the very minimum of mechanical
equipment is used in the forests – indeed oxen and
domesticated elephants are often used to transport
logs across the plantations.
It is our company policy to ensure that all Teak used
in the production of Lister Furniture is acquired
from responsible sources.
Lister believes that it is only by supporting a
commercially responsible timber trade that
the world’s forests will be protected. Placing
an economic value on our forests ensures that
continuous replanting will take place and that
governments will not clear away forests or
plantations for agricultural or industrial purposes.
Lister is helping to safeguard a great future for the
King of Wood – Teak, Tectona grandis – and the
unique association it enjoys with quality English
garden and leisure furniture.
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Wooden Heart Collection
“ Wooden Heart” collection based its design concept on the
forms of nature. Sea corals, tangerine fruit section and sea
urchin are what inspire the design concept development.
By cutting the mentioned nature forms into sections and
leave a certain space in between, the organic sections will
interact with the space gap and create dynamic movement
when going around the sectioned form.
Thanks to the carpentry craftsmanship of the manufacturer,
the ergonomic functions was adjusted and developed
through the prototyping procedures. “ Wooden Heart” can
be used both interior and exterior due to its call of nature
that no human denies.

designed by Eggarat Wongcharit
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E003 Wooden Heart Day Bed
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E001 Wooden Heart Chair
E002 Wooden Heart Bench
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E001 Wooden Heart Chair
E002 Wooden Heart Bench
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Eccentre & Director
Director’s Chair
My plan for “Director’s Chair” was an extraordinary
appearance at first glance. But to discover all of its qualities,
you have to look twice or just sit down.
This innovative model is actually the first and only director’s
chair with a strong stance. Due to its unique inclination, it
offers a dynamic attitude and exceptional comfort.
The lightweight telescopic folding mechanism is realised
with “Sun-Hybrid”.
Eccentre Folding Chair
“Eccentre” was developed around its most surprising detail
- the eccentric hinge - which allows extremely flat folding
of the chair.
The subtle lines of the seat and backrest contours are shaped
ergonomically and provide for convincing seating comfort.
With its straightforward design language, the chair appears
airy, almost transparent. Extremely reduced material
sections could be realised through deployment of “SunHybrid”.
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designed by Nicolai Fuhrmann
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N001 Eccentre chair
N002 Director’s chair
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N002 Director’s chair
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N001 Eccentre chair
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Scepter

Collection

Concept of design :
The combination of composite teak and stainless steel
shows the unique feature of this design.
Originating from a pre-determined block of wood as a
starting point and then carefully constructing using angular
stainless steel to suit the “Contemporary Life Style”.
The teak wood is composed of three layer solid natural teak
to sustain this scarce product for the future.

designed by Tsuguji Sasaki
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SK006 Scepter lounger
SK007 Scepter ottoman
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SK004 Scepter chair
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SK004 Scepter chair
SK005 Scepter table
SK006 Scepter lounger
SK006 Scepter ottoman
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Rivoli & Kingsley

Collection

One of Lister’s prominent designers, Danish born Mads
Odgard creates furniture that is simple, practical, and
affordable – a pholosophy that has led him to win several
international awards.
Responsible for many of Lister’s contemporary ranges
by combining aesthetic appeal with high functionality,
Mads was amongst the first to introduce stainless steel and
modern fabric to the range. His career has spanned a wide
range of organization including SAAB Automobile Sweden,
Bang & Olufsen Denmark, Brabantia Netherlands, and
Royal Scandinavia Denmark.

designed by Mads Odgard
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7051 Rivoli square table
7065 Rivoli directer’s chair
with cream taxtile
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5093 seagull lounger
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9113BK kingsley arm chair with black textile

7018 kingsley 90 cm table
7003 kingsley arm chair
7002 kingsley side chair
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Tea for Two
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7036 tea for two
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7036 tea for two
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Line

Collection

This collection gives you the “ Multi Choice “ of combining
the 4 types of table tops and 3 different legs.
Traditional, Uniform and Steel / teak combination .....
You select and we make it for you

4 Table top designs

3 Table legs

12 combinations

Flat with edge top
Straight leg

SS table

Stainless leg

Slat table

Flat top

Slat in frame top

Slat top
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Rectangular table
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TH0424Y Line slat table
SK004 scepter chair
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TH1045 Line SS stool
TH1019 Line SS bench
TH0524 Line SS rectangular table
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TH0224X Line rectangular table
5290 Melton dining chair
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Purify

Collection

Purify Collection
Once in a while, a new inspiration comes to realisation
through mind, body and spirit. We presentation you
the Purify Collection.
Starting of with an engineered block of teak with sustainability as a priority and tough steel structure machined to a
fine tuned accurate and hand finished of minimlise designs
of dining tables, chairs, loungers .
There are many more in the pipe line, but have to wait a little
longer for Sasiki to gather more mind, body and spirit and I
am sure you will not be disappointed I assure you.

designed by Tsuguji Sasaki
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SK002 Purify bathtub with jacuzzi
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SK002 Purify bathtub with jacuzzi
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SK001 Purify shower booth
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PALMS

Collection

Frans Schrofer has gained a reputation as one of the
Netherlands’ most innovative furniture designers by
imaginatively combining material, comfort and ergonomics
with versatility and commercial viability.
Creating both classic and contemporary ranges for Lister,
his back-to-nature based design comcepts have attracted
worldwide attention from Europe, America and South
Africa to the Far East. Graduating in 1983 from the
Eindhoven Academy of Industrial Design, Frans formed
Studio Schrofer in The Hague in 1988.

designed by Frans Schrofer
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9145 PALMS lounger (fixed)
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PALMS

Collection

9143 PALMS armchair with 9147 PALMS oval table 200cm
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9146 PALMS lounger(adjustable) with 9142 PALMS side table & 9145 PALMS lounger (fixed)
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KAAT

Collection

Garden designer and landscape architect Wilfried Hendriks
and Belgium-based interior architect Steven Stals have
together helped to change the direction of Lister.
Through their partnership, the KAAT range was bornedelivering an exciting blend of cutting-edge architecture for
the garden. By combining their talents, our furniture has
further evolved to produce simple strength and power that
simultaneously offer comfort with style.
Wilfried studied at the Horticultural Insititue in Vilvoorde,
Belgium and participated in a workshop at Ecole des Beaux
Arts, Fountainebleau in France by Rene. Steven studied at
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, and the National Institute
for Architecture and Town Planning in Antwerp, as well
as at the University for industrial arts Helsinki (UiaH) in
Finland.
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designed by Wilfried Hendricks & Steven Stals
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9133 KAAT dining table with 9130 KAAT 160cm seat,
9131 KAAT armchair & 9132 KAAT dining chair
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KAAT

Collection

9134 KAAT square table
9132 KAAT dining chair

9136 KAAT sofa
with
9137 KAAT daybed/coffee table(with cushions)
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9122 KAAT modular corner unit (right)
9123 KAAT modular corner unit (left)
9125 KAAT coffee table (140cm)
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KAAT Configurable
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Classic
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Edwin Lutyens
Eminent English architect Edwin Lutyens (1868-1944)
began his career studying at South Kensington School of Art
(later to become the Royal College of Art.) After receiving
modest commissions, he set up his own practice in 1889
designing small houses in Surrey. Later completing a series
of large country establishments, including furniture and
gardens, Edwin developed a highly individual style based
on traditional English design and craftsmanship.
Planning of the city of New Delhi, India, including
the Viceroy’s Palace was his most noteworthy public
achievement – as well as The Cenotaph in London, Hampton
Court Bridge and the British Embassy in Washington DC.
He was knighted in 1918.

5084 Lutyens armchair
5085 Lutyens loveseat
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Arne Jacobsen
Danish born Arne Jacobsen is one of the world’s most
famous furniture designers, renowned for ‘The Ant’ and
‘The Number Seven’ chairs. Today his designs are highly
influential in shaping modern furniture and continue to be
faithfully replicated by Lister.
Initially training as a mason, Arne studied architecture
at the Royal Danish Academy of Arts, Copenhagen. His
design ‘The Ant’ in 1952 propelled Arne into world fame,
as the first of number of lightweight chairs comprising seat
and back in one piece of moulded wood. Model ‘3107’ was
launched in a variety of colors and marked an important
success in Danish furniture history with more than five
million copies manufactured to date.

9181 Arne Jacobsen seat
9180 Arne Jacobsen armchair
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5097 Luxury lounger
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5098 Henley steamer
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9011 Lingfield seat
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5261 Ashburnham seat
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5067 Evesham seat
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5001 Mendip seat
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5029 Severn 150cm seat
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5018 Warwick 240cm seat
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5215
Burford armchair
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5065
Sussex backless bench
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5406
Picnic Suite
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5369
Friston round table

5369 Friston round table
6002 Bramley armchair
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9032
Ascot round table
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9120
Stirling stcking dining chair
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9029
Ascot rectangular extending table
5290
Melton dining chair
68
5292
Melton carver chair
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5342 Fairford 90cm square table
9002 Epsom dining chair
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Extension Table
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9033
Ascot oval extending table

LISTER

9034
Ascot square extending table

9029
Ascot rectangular extending table
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Chair

6001
Bramley sidechair
6002
Bramley armchair

9002
Epsom sidechair
9000
Epsom armchair
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9014
Lingfield stacking carver chair
9013
Lingfield stacking dining chair

9120
Stirling stacking dining chair
9121
Stirling stacking carver chair
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5290
Melton dining chair
5292
Melton carver chair

7015
Bramley recliner
7016
Bramley footstool
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5407
Tree seat
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Sundries
&
Accessories

5515
Monmouth litter bin

5344
Fairford drinks table
5345
Fairford coffee table
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5465
Planter
5004
Mendip 240cm seat
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Wooden Heart
Scepter
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Wooden Heart chair

Scepter chair

Code : E001
Size : W 112 x D 88 x H 88 cm (W 44 x D 35 x H 35 inch)
Weigth : 54kg (119 lbs)

Code : SK004
Size : W 39 x D 45 x H 81 cm (W 15 x D 18 x H 32 inch)
Weigth : 10kg (22 lbs)

Wooden Heart bench

Scepter table

Code : E002
Size : W 217 x D 107 x H 88 cm (L 86 x W 42 x H 35 inch)
Weigth : 105kg (231 lbs)

Code : SK005
Size : L 160 x W 90 x H 70 cm (L 63 x W 35 x H 28 inch)
Weigth : 32kg (70 lbs)

Wooden Heart day bed

Scepter lounger & ottoman

Code : E003
Size : W 115 x D 243 x H 88 cm (W 45 x D 96 x H 35 inch)
Weigth : 93kg (205 lbs)

Code : SK006
Size : W 59 x D 89 x H 94 cm (W 23 x D 35 x H 37 inch)
Weigth : 20kg (44 lbs)
Code : SK007
Size : W 59 x D 48 x H 38 cm (W 23 x D 19 x H 15 inch)
Weigth : 10kg (22 lbs)

Eccentre chair

Purify bathtub with jacuzzi

Code : N001
Size : W 59 x D 63 x H 82 cm (W 23 x H 25 x D 32 inch)
Weigth : 7kg (16 lbs)

Code : SK002
Size : W 158 x D158 x H 81 cm (W 62 x D 62 x H 32 inch)
Weigth : 220kg (484 lbs)

Director’s chair

Purify sink & wall mirror

Code : N002
Size : W 58 x D 63 x H 78 cm (W 23 x D 25 x H 31 inch)
Weigth : 8kg (18 lbs)

Code : SK003
Size sink: W 120 x D 55 x H 24 cm (W 47 x D 22 x H 10 inch)
Size mirror: W 80 x D 2 x H 80 cm (W 32 x D 1 x H 32 inch)
Weigth : 29kg (64 lbs)

Purify shower booth

Eccentre & Director’s
Purify
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Code : SK001
Size : W 109 x D 109 x H 200 cm (W 43 x D 43 x H 79 inch)
Weigth : 135kg (297 lbs)
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KAAT
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KAAT armchair

KAAT modular corner unit (right)

Code : 9131
Size : W 61 x H 80 x D 54 cm (W 24 x H 32 x D 21 inch)
Weigth : 20kg (44 lbs)

Code : 9122
Size : W 88 x H 80 x D 81 cm (W 35 x H 32 x D 332 inch)
Weigth : 23kg (51 lbs)

KAAT dining chair

KAAT modular centre unit

Code : 9132
Size : W 43 x H 87 x D 53 cm (W 17 x H 36 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 10kg (22 lbs)

Code : 9124
Size : W 80 x H 80 x D 81 cm (W 32 x H 32 x D 32 inch)
Weigth : 20kg (44 lbs)

KAAT recangular table (90cm x 160cm)

KAAT modular corner unit (left)

Code : 9133
Size : L 160 x W 90 x H 70 cm (L 63 x W 35 x H 28 inch)
Weigth : 50kg (110 lbs)

Code : 9123
Size : W 88 x H 80 x D 81 cm (W 35 x H 32 x D 332 inch)
Weigth : 23kg (51 lbs)

Code : 9134
Size : L 120 x W 120 x H 70 cm (L 47 x W 47 x H 28 inch)
Weigth : 52kg (115 lbs)

KAAT lounge chair

Code : 9126
Size : W 80 x H 80 x D 81 cm (W 32 x H 32 x D 32 inch)
Weigth : 24kg (53 lbs)
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KAAT seat

KAAT coffee table (140cm / 4’7’’)

Code : 9130
Size : L 158 x H 79 x D 59 cm (L 62 x H 31 x D 23 inch)
Weigth : 25kg (55 lbs)

Code : 9125
Size : L 140 x W 80 x H 31 cm (L 55 x W 32 x H 12 inch)
Weigth : 20kg (44 lbs)

KAAT sofa ( without cushions)

KAAT drinks / side table

Code : 9136
Size : L 220 x W 90 x H 85 cm (L 87 x W 35 x H 33 inch)
Weigth : 50kg (110 lbs)

Code : 9127
Size : W 45 x H 45 x D 47 cm (W 18 x H 18 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 7kg (15 lbs)

KAAT chaise longue (without cushions)

KAAT daybed (can also be used as a long
coffee table without cushions)

Code : 9139
Size : L 220 x W 90 x H 85 cm (L 37 x W 35 x H 33 inch)
Weigth : 43kg (95 lbs)

Code : 9137
Size : L 220 x W 80 x H 36 cm (L 87 x W 32 x H 14 inch)
Weigth : 30kg (66 lbs)

KAAT
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KAAT side table (79cm/2’6’’)

Code : 9138
Size : L 79 x W 76 x H 36 cm (L 31 x W 30 x H 14 inch)
Weigth : 10kg (22 lbs)
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Slat table

Tea for Two

Code : Th0424Y
Size : W 100 x H 76 x D 240 cm (W 40 x H 30 x D 95 inch)
Weigth : 65kg (143 lbs)

Code : 7036
Size : L 60 x W 60 x H 73 cm (L 24 x W 24 x H 29 inch)
Weigth : 38kg (84 lbs)

Line collection
Tea for Two

Rectangular table

Code : TH0224X
Size : W 100 x H 76 x D 240 cm (W 40 x H 30 x D 95 inch)
Weigth : 65kg (143 lbs)

SS table

Code : TH0524
Size : W 100 x H76 x D 240 cm (W 40x H 30 x D 95 inch)
Weigth : 89kg (196 lbs)
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SS bench

SS stool

Code : TH1019
Size : W 190 x H46 x D 45 cm (W 75x H 18 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 32kg (71 lbs)

Code : TH1045
Size : W 45 x H46 x D 45 cm (W 18 x H 18 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 18kg (40 lbs)

PALMS relax armchair

PALMS dining table

Code : 9143
Size : W 77 x H 95 x D 48 cm (W 30 x H 37 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 13kg (29 lbs)

Code : 9147
Size : L 200 x W 120 x H 74 cm (L 79 x W 47 x H 29 inch)
Weigth : 42kg (93 lbs)

PALMS relax sidechair

PALMS side table

Code : 9144
Size : W 70 x H 95 x D 48 cm (W 28 x H 37 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 12kg (26 lbs)

Code : 9142
Size : L 95 x W 70 x H 41 cm (L 37 x W 28 x H 16 inch)
Weigth : 12kg (26 lbs)

PALMS lounger (fixed)

PALMS dining armchair

Code : 9145
Size : L 173 x W 90 x H 83 cm (L 68 x W 28 x H 33 inch)
Weigth : 25kg (55 lbs)

Code : 9148
Size : W 62 x H 84 x D 45 cm (W 24 x H 33 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 8kg (18 lbs)

PALMS
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PALMS lounger (adjustable)

Code : 9146
Size : L 194 x W 70 x H 99 cm (L 76 x W 28 x H 39 inch)
Weigth : 26kg (57 lbs)
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Rivoli
Kingsley
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Rivoli square table 80cm (2’ 8’’)

Kingsley round folding table 62cm(2’1’’)

Code : 7051
Size : L 80 x W 80 x H 75 cm (L 32 x W 32 x H 30 inch)
Weigth : 23kg (51 lbs)

Code : 7033
Size : H 74 x Diameter 62 cm (H 29 x Diameter 24 inch)
Weigth : 14kg (31 lbs)

Rivoli bar table 60cm (2’)

Kingsley round table 90cm(3’)

Code : 7063
Size : L 60 x W 60 x H 110 cm (L 24 x W 24 x H 43 inch)
Weigth : 20kg (44 lbs)

Code : 7018
Size : H 74 x Diameter 90 cm (H 29 x Diameter 35 inch)
Weigth : 23kg (51 lbs)

Rivoli bar stool

Kingsley armchair

Code : 7064
Size : W 47 x H 72 x D 39 cm (W 19 x H 28 x D 15 inch)
Weigth : 7kg (15 lbs)

Code : 7003
Size : W 59 x H88 x D41 cm (W 23 x H35 x D16 inch)
Weigth : 16kg (35 lbs)

Rivoli director chair

Kingsley sidechair

Code : 7065C
Size : W 51 x H 85 x D 45 cm (W 20 x H 33 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 7kg (15 lbs)

Code : 7002
Size : W 45 x H89 x D41 cm (W 18 x H35 x D16 inch)
Weigth : 11kg (24 lbs)

LISTER
Kingsley small folding chair

Code : 7032
Size : W 45 x H80 x D37 cm (W 18 x H32 x D15 inch)
Weigth : 7kg (15 lbs)

Kingsley

Kingsley armchair with textile

Code : 9113
Size : W 58 x H88 x D40 cm (W 23 x H35 x D16 inch)
Weigth : 14kg (31 lbs)

Textile swatches

Cream

Black
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Benches & seats
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Arne Jacobsen armchair

Lutyens armchair

Code : 9180
Size : L 87 x H 82 x D 50 cm (L 34 x H 32 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 46 kg (101 lbs)

Code : 5084
Size : W101 x H 107 x D 49 cm (W 40 x H 42 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 21 kg (46 lbs)

Arne Jacobsen seat (180cm / 6’)

Lutyens loveseat (140cm / 4’8’’)

Code : 9181
Size : L 180 x H 82 x D 50 cm (L 71 x H 32 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 49 kg (108 lbs)

Code : 5085
Size : W143 x H 107 x D 49 cm (W 56 x H 42 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 30 kg (66 lbs)

Ashburnham seat (129cm / 4’3’’)

Lutyens seat (6’6” & 8’6”)

Code : 5261
Size : L 129 x H 120 x D 44 cm (L 51 x H 47 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 24 kg (53 lbs)

Code : 5080
Size : W192 x H 107 x D 49 cm (W 76 x H 42 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 40 kg (88 lbs)
Code : 5081
Size : W259 x H 107 x D 49 cm (W 102 x H 42 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 51 kg (112 lbs)

Burford armchair

Mendip seat (5’ & 6’)

Code : 5215
Size : W 60 x H 95 x D 48 cm (W 24 x H 37 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 13 kg (29 lbs)

Code : 5001
Size : L 149 x H 97 x D 50 cm (L 59 x H 38 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 31 kg (68 lbs)
Code : 5002
Size : L 180 x H 97 x D 50 cm (L 71 x H 38 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 37 kg (82 lbs)

Burford seat (4’ & 5’)

Code : 5004
Size : L 232 x H 97 x D 50 cm (L 91 x H 38 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 50 kg (110 lbs)

Code : 5050
Size : L 126 x H 95 x D 48 cm (L 50 x H 37 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 18 kg (40 lbs)
Code : 5051
Size : L 156 x H 95 x D 48 cm (L 61 x H 37 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 20 kg (44 lbs)

Severn armchair

Warwick seat (8’)

Code : 5210
Size : W 67 x H 88 x D 43 cm (W 26 x H 35 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 18 kg (40 lbs)

Code : 5018
Size : L 232 x H 88 x D 49 cm (L 91 x H 35 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 42 kg (93 lbs)

Severn seat (4’,5’ & 6’)

Warwick seat (4’, 5’ & 6’)

Code : 5028
Size : L 128 x H 88 x D 43 cm (L 50 x H 35 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 24 kg (53 lbs)
Code : 5029
Size : L 149 x H 88 x D 43 cm (L 59 x H 35 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 27 kg (60 lbs)
Code : 5030
Size : L 180 x H 88 x D 43 cm (L 59 x H 35 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 32 kg (71 lbs)

Code : 5014
Size : L 119 x H 88 x D 49 cm (L 47 x H 35 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 24 kg (53 lbs)
Code : 5015
Size : L 149 x H 88 x D 49 cm (L 59 x H 35 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 27 kg (60 lbs)
Code : 5016
Size : L 180 x H 88 x D 49 cm (L 71 x H 35 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 32 kg (71 lbs)

Benches & seats
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Benches & seats
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Evesham seat (150cm / 5’)

Sussex backless seat (150cm / 5’)

Code : 5067
Size : L 149 x H 93 x D 50 cm (L 59 x H 37 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 27 kg (60 lbs)

Code : 5065
Size : L 150 x W 45 x H 42 cm (L 59 x W 18 x H 17 inch)
Weigth : 19 kg (42 lbs)

Lingfield seat (150cm / 5’)

Picnic Suite (180cm / 6’) self assembly

Code : 9011
Size : L 150 x H 94 x D 47 cm (L 59 x H 37 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 25 kg (55 lbs)

Code : 5406
Size : L 180 x W 135 x H 76 cm (L 71 x W 35 x H 30 inch)
Weigth : 64 kg (141 lbs)

Tree seat

Code : 5407
Size : H 91 x D 35 x Diameter 205 cm (H 36 x D 14 x Diameter 81 inch)
Weigth : 83 kg (183 lbs)
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Ascot rectangular extending table (213cm-280cm)

Fairford square table (90cm /3’)

Code : 9029
Size : L 213 x W 110 x H 75 cm (L 84 x W 43 x H 30 inch)
Weigth : 45 kg (99 lbs)

Code : 5342
Size : L 92 x W 92 x H 74 cm (L 36 x W 36 x H 29 inch)
Weigth : 20 kg (44 lbs)

Ascot round table (180cm / 6’)

Fairford rectangular table (4’, 5’ & 6’)

Code : 9032
Size : H 75 x Diameter 176 cm (H 30 x Diameter 69 inch)
Weigth : 50 kg (110 lbs)

Code : 5330
Size : L 118 x W 70 x H 74 cm (L 46 x W 28 x H 29 inch)
Weigth : 27 kg (60 lbs)
Code : 5335
Size : L 148 x W 70 x H 74 cm (L 58 x W 28 x H 29 inch)
Weigth : 36 kg (79 lbs)
Code : 5340
Size : L 174 x W 70 x H 74 cm (L 69 x W 28 x H 29 inch)
Weigth : 46 kg (101 lbs)

Ascot oval extending table (213cm-280cm)

Code : 9033
Size : L 223 x W 110 x H 75 cm (L 84 x W 43 x H 30 inch)
Weigth : 50 kg (110 lbs)

Ascot square table (130cm -180cm )

Friston round table

Code : 9034
Size : L 130 x W 130 x H 75 cm (L 51 x W51 x 30 inch)
Weigth : 45 kg (99 lbs)

Code : 5369
Size : H 74 x Diameter 122 cm (H 29 x Diameter 48 inch)
Weigth : 34 kg (75 lbs)

Classic Dining Tables
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Classic Dining Chairs
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Lingfield stacking dining chair

Stirling stacking dining chair

Code : 9013
Size : W 50 x H 89 x D 50 cm (W 20 x H 35 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 10 kg (22 lbs)

Code : 9120
Size : W 36 x H 97 x D 48 cm (W 14 x H 38 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 11 kg (24 lbs)

Lingfield stacking carver chair

Stirling stacking carver chair

Code : 9014
Size : W 54 x H 88 x D 50 cm (W 21 x H 35 x D 20 inch)
Weigth : 12 kg (26 lbs)

Code : 9121
Size : W 53 x H 97 x D 48 cm (W 21 x H 38 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 13 kg (29 lbs)

Melton dining chair

Epsom armchair

Code : 5290
Size : W 42 x H 99 x D 38 cm (W 17 x H 39 x D 15 inch)
Weigth : 10 kg (22 lbs)

Code : 9000
Size : W 60 x H 94 x D 39 cm (W 24 x H 37 x D 15 inch)
Weigth : 11 kg (24 lbs)

Melton carver chair

Epsom sidechair

Code : 5292
Size : W 49 x H 99 x D 42 cm (W 19 x H 39 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 11 kg (24 lbs)

Code : 9002
Size : W 49 x H 94 x D 41 cm (W 19 x H 37 x D 16 inch)
Weigth : 10 kg (22 lbs)

Fairford coffee table (88cm / 2’9”)

Bramley recliner

Code : 5345
Size : L 88 x W 45 x H 37 cm (L 35 x W 18 x H 15 inch)
Weigth : 13 kg (29 lbs)

Code : 7015
Size : W 61 x H 110 x D 45 cm (W 18 x H 32 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 14 kg (31 lbs)

Fairford drinks table (45cm /1’5”)

Bramley footstool

Code : 5344
Size : L 45 x W 45 x H 48 cm (L 18 x W 18 x H 19 inch)
Weigth : 8 kg (18 lbs)

Code : 7016
Size : L 49 x W 49 x H 46 cm (L 19 x W 19 x H 18 inch)
Weigth : 5 kg (11 lbs)

Bramley armchair

Epsom recliner

Code : 6002
Size : W 58 x H 87 x D 42 cm (W 23 x H 34 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 9 kg (20 lbs)

Code : 9100
Size : W 61 x H 108 x D 45 cm (W 24 x H 43 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 18 kg (35 lbs)

Bramley sidechair

Epsom footstool

Code : 6001
Size : W 48 x H 87 x D 42 cm (W 19 x H 34 x D 17 inch)
Weigth : 7 kg (15 lbs)

Code : 9101
Size : W 49 x H 46 x D 49 cm (W 19 x H 18 x D 19 inch)
Weigth : 6 kg (13 lbs)

Occasional Tables
Recliners
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Textile Chair & Lougers
Steamer Chairs
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Folding Royal director chair with textile

Henley Steamer with detachable footrest

Code : 5267
Size : W 59 x H 89 x D 40 cm (W 23 x H 35 x D 16 inch)
Weigth : 5 kg (9 lbs)

Code : 5098
Size : L 115 x W 59 x H 102 cm (L 45 x W 23 xH 30 inch)
Weigth : 23 kg (51 lbs)

Lounger

Steamer chair with detachable footrest

Code : 5090
Size : L 196 x W 65 x H 28 cm (L 77 x W 26 x H 11 inch)
Weigth : 24 kg (53 lbs)

Code : 5096
Size : L 122 x W 64 x H 92 cm (L 48 x W 25 x H 36 inch)
Weigth : 23 kg (51 lbs)

Luxury lounger

Steamer folding side table

Code : 5097
Size : L 198 x W 65 x H 28 cm (L 78 x W 26 x H 11 inch)
Weigth : 26 kg (53 lbs)

Code : 5306
Size : L 62 x W 51 x H 45 cm (L 24 x W 20 x H 18 inch)
Weigth : 6 kg (13 lbs)

Seagull lounger

Code : 5093
Size : L 196 x W 64 x H 30 cm (L 77 x W 25 x H 12 inch)
Weigth : 30kg (66 lbs)
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Hereford litter bin - wall/post mounted

Planter

Code : 5500
Size : w 45 x H 54 x D 25 cm (W 18 x H 21 x D 10 inch)
Weigth : 6 kg (13 lbs)

Code : 5465
Size : L 46 x W 46 x H 47 cm (L 18 x W 18 x H 19 inch)
Weigth : 16 kg (35 lbs)

Malvern litter bin

Carved inscriptions (for seats and armchairs)

Code : 5505
Size : H 97 x Diameter 45 cm (H 38 x Diameter 18 inch)
Weigth : 10 kg (22 lbs)

Code : 5465
Code : 5465
Code : 5465
Code : 5465
Code : 5465

Manmouth litter bin

Engraved plaques

Code : 5510
Size : H 68 x D 45 cm (H 27 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 10 kg (22 lbs)

Code : 5610
Code : 5615
Code : 5620
Code : 5625
Code : 5626

Manmouth litter bin

Seat ground anchors (for soft ground fixing)

Code : 5515
Size : H 65x D 45 cm (H 26 x D 18 inch)
Weigth : 10 kg (22 lbs)

Code : 8200
Code : 8208
Code : 8216
Code : 8220

Standard charge
20mm (3/4”) ‘V’ cut letters
25mm (1”) ‘V’ cut letters
40mm (1.5”) ‘V’ cut letters
50mm (2”) ‘V’ cut letters

bronze plaque
brass plaque
stainless steel plaque
anti theft fittings(bronze plaque)
plus per letter

Sundries & Accessories
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ground anchor
fitting - f1
coachbolt 80
installation tool
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Seat holding down brackets for hard ground fixing

Teak care

Sundries & Accessories

Simply the best
Code : 5095
1 pair to used : 1 bracket on front leg of seat, 1 bracket on back leg of
seat(on the diagonal)

By selecting a piece of Lister teak furniture you are
selecting quite simply the best wood in the world.
Teak is a deciduous hardwood tree and contrary to
popular belief, comes from the highlands and not
from tropical rainforests.

Teak dressing

No other wood shares teak’s exceptional strength and
durability. Its unique texture and leathery smell are
due to its high oil content. These and rot, allowing
Lister’s furniture to stay outdoors in all conditions,
without maintenance or preservatives.

Naturally…
Teak is a natural product and , because of this,
fluctuations of temperature and humidity may cause
surface cracking and in particular the end grains.
This is normal and will not affect the durability or
strength of the wood.
Code : 5629
Code : 5630
Code : 5642
Code : 5641
Code : 5638
Code : 5639
Code : 5635

teak dressing 1x500ml tin original
teak dressing 6x500ml tins original
teak dressing 1 ltr bottle
teak dressing 20 x 1 ltr bottle
teak cleaner 1 ltr bottle
teak cleaner 16 x 1ltr bottle
teak cleaner 1 x 5 ltr drum

Left outdoors, untreated teak will adjust to the
elements over the years and the colour of the wood
will change to an attractive silver gray, aided only
by an occasional washing with warm soapy water in
order to discourage moss.
To keep the original colour of your Lister furniture
you can use Lister Teak Dressing although, since
teak wood does not require preserving or treating ,
this is for cosmetic purposes only.
The naturally high oil content of teak means that
it does not require treating with teak oil or other
preservatives. We recommend using Lister Teak
Dressing because:
It retains the original colour of teak
It is fast and easy to apply
It has a quick drying time
IMPORTANT NOTE
please use the Lister Teak Dressing with care:
Ensure the furniture is dry
Use rubber gloves
Protect your face and eyes
Wear protective clothing
Use only in well ventilated areas
Apply the product sparingly – 2 or 3 light coats,
twice yearly, are recommended.
See label on container for full instructions
Lister brand Dressing/Protector can be purchased
from our approved stockists.
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FAQ
The furniture has turned a silver colour and you want to
restore it to its original colour.

The furniture seems to have a colour fluctuation compared
to the same items seen in a shop/at a show.

Firstly, wash the furniture with warm soapy water and a
household scrubbing brush to remove all dirt, moss, bird
dropping etc. This makes the next stage easier.

This is due to the finished item being packaged and stored
until delivery to the customer. Once the item is placed outside
in daylight, the wood will return to its natural colour.

Now apply Lister Teak Cleaner. Working on a small area at a
time apply sufficient cleaner to cover the surface.

How do I know my furniture purchase will last?

Using a good firm scrubbing brush, work the Lister Teak
Cleaner into the furniture’s surface and leave for approximately
5 minutes.
Using clean, warm water wash the surface using the scrubbing
brush, Rinse again and the furniture will be returned to its
original colour.
When the furniture is dry, apply Lister Teak Dressing/
Protector following the instructions given in ‘Maintaining The
Original Colour’ section.

Over 100 years of craftsmanship is built into every piece of
Lister furniture. Every joint – using traditional tenon and
mortice joints – secured with teak dowels, is just an indication
of the care and attention to detail that distinguished our
furniture from that of our competitors. All assembly
components are made of brass and stainless steel to ensure
against rust or deterioration.
All these features, endorsed by the Lister insignia, guarantee
you are purchasing the very best in outdoor, leisure furniture
– classic designs, with heirloom quality, impervious to the
elements from generation to generation.

Grease spots have appeared on the furniture.
This is a natural feature of the wood and grease spots should
gradually disappear after being exposed to sunlight. However,
should you wish to remove these blemishes, we recommend
using a degreasing agent and gentle scrubbing brush. Rinse off
with clean water. Persistent grease spots can be removed by
using white spirit.
Lister brand Cleaner can be purchased from our approved
stockists.
Please treat this products with care, reading the manufacturer’s
instructions prior to application.
The furniture(which is placed underneath trees) has
developed mildew spots or black blemishes.
This is usually the result of rainwater or sometimes sap
dripping from the leaves of trees onto the wood leaving dark
marks or spots. Ideally, we recommend that Lister furniture is
not placed under trees if at all possible. However, these marks
can be removed by lightly sanding with fine sandpaper.
How should candle wax or wine stains by removed from
a Lister table?
Candle wax can be removed by placing brown paper over the
wax mark and pressing with a warm iron. This will melt the
wax, drawing it out of the wood and onto the paper. For wine
stains, we recommend using methylated spirits to wipe the
area clean.
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Our Heritage
Our Heritage

Our Manufacturing Skills

Robert Ashton Lister began his lifelong interest in wood,
particularly teak, over 100 years ago, with the production of
superb quality garden furniture products bearing his name.
To complement these, he also manufactured accessories for
gardens and municipal parks such as flower tubs favoured by
the fashionable Victorians of the day.

Lister is committed to producing modern and classic designs,
whilst maintaining its traditional craftsmanship roots. Features
such as subtly contoured seats that ensure comfort and smooth
furniture surfaces that guarantee clothing is not snagged are an
indication or the care and attention to detail that distinguishes
Lister from our competitors.

A large proportion of the original wood for these items was
salvaged from the decks and superstructures of old ‘Man
O’War’ships – an indication, even then, of the durability of
teak.

Our Customers

From these small beginnings, supplying local gardens and
municipal parks, the quality of Lister’s wooden products soon
gained recognition and demand for them began to grow.

Customers include many of the Royal Gardens, the award
winning Eden Projects, hotels includein Truste House Forte,
Rocco Forte, Heritage Hotels and Hilton Group, Bass/Six
Continent Retail, P&O, Hebridean Cruises and Persimmon
Homes as well as local authorities, nursing homes, parks and
gardens nationwide.

Much of the company’s early design, the foundation for its
traditional range, is based on the early collections between
eminent British architect Sir Edward Landseer Lutyens and
renowned garden desingner Gertrude Jekyll.
Before long, Lister garden furniture was being exported
all around the world, its reputation of fine quality being
underlined by the facts that many pieces of original furniture
can still be found today in beautiful condition, bearing the test
of time.

Our Designs
Lister offers both classic and contemporary designs, with
something for all environments, whether country cottage or
modern town apartment, rural hotel or inner city bar, classic
restaurant or stylish café.
The company’s traditional range maintains its heritage of
classic, timeless designs hilst the modern ranges combine
teak with fabrics and stainless steel. The company continues
to push forward the boundaries of modern leisure furniture
design, investing in research and development to enhance and
extend the Lister range.

Our Materials
Lister uses the finest grade A teak, With its exceptional
qualities of warmth, durability and stability, teak has long been
chosen as the natural material for leisure furniture.
The teak comes from renewable and sustainable, natural grown
and strictly managed resources and which has full accountable
documentation.
Modern textiles and stainless steel have now been incorporated
into many of Lister’s modern designs, carfully chosen to ensure
to ensure they offer the highest possible standard.
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Lister’s products can be found all over the world, in some of
the most prestigious and famous locations.

Whatever the location, whatever the use, Lister furniture offers
the perfect combination of contemporaly style combined with
classic craftomaship.

Our Guarantee
Each item endorsed by the Lister insignia guarantees you are
purchasing the very best in outdoor leisure furniture.
However, should you Lister purchase become defective dure
to faulty materials and/or workmanship, the products is
guaranteed for a period of 5 years from the date of purchase.
Special conditions or exceptions for this warranty many apply
when items are intended for commercial use. Please contact
the Lister Sales Office for details of the Terms and Conditions
observed by the guarantees.
Parasols and cushions are guaranteed for 1 year and designs
incorporating textiles or polycore fabrics, which are colourfast
and UV resistant, are guaranteed for 3 years.
Whatever Lister products you choose, you’re safe in the
knowledge that you are buying a product of the highest
quality, that will last for generations.
In accordance with our policy of continuous development,
specifications, design and price are subject to alteration at any
time without prior notice.
All dimensions and weights are approximate.
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Concept and design by Tsuguji Sasaki
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